Detecting food adulterants using the concepts of machine learning
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Abstract - Food adulteration is a process in which the quality of food products is degraded by the addition or substitution of certain chemicals which are injurious for human health. It not only includes the intentional addition or substitution of the ingredient but also the contamination during the period of growth, storage and distribution of food products. Adulteration has become a big business. We belong to a land where our ancestors taught that “food is medicine.” But the reality is that the fruits and vegetables that we consume today no more have vitamins and minerals in them rather they are injected and polished with poisonous chemicals. Adulterants in adulterated food have resulted in a number of diseases and premature deaths. This paper focuses on the detection of adulterated food products using the techniques of image processing using the techniques of image processing using the methods of machine learning like open CV and matplotlib.

Index Terms: Machine Learning, Open CV, Matplotlib and Adulteration detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

[1] In a recent report, the Public Health Foundation of India attributed 80 percent of all premature deaths in contaminated food and water. Food adulteration in India starts from the field itself where fertilizers and pesticides are overused. But pesticide residues are not the only problem. Fruits and vegetables once contained vitamins and minerals in them. But now they are filled with poisonous chemicals like endo-sulphite which spoil our health. [2] Chemicals like carbide used for quick ripening of fruits faster have created a number of health hazards.

[3] The following are a few health hazards due to adulterated food products

- Cobalt added to water and liquors and can cause cardiac damage. Copper, tin, and zinc can cause colic, vomiting and diarrhea.
- Mercury in mercury fungicide treated grains, or mercury-contaminated fish can cause brain damage, paralysis, and death.
- Non-permitted color or permitted food color like metal yellow, beyond the safe limit in colored food can cause allergies, hyperactivity, liver damage, infertility, anemia, cancer and birth defects.

II. RELATED WORK

(a) Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy:

Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) is an advanced Raman technique that enhances the vibrational spectrum of molecules adsorbed on or in the vicinity of metal particles and/or surfaces. Because of its readiness, sensitivity, and minimum sample preparation requirements, SERS is being considered as a powerful technique for food inspection. Ocean Optics gold and silver SERS substrates enable us to make, repeatable SERS measurements for the identification and quantification of SERS-active analytes. Typical applications include precision screening of food ingredients for controlled additives such as melamine and pesticides.
Due to the high cost of saffron, adulteration sometimes occurs in the local market. In this study, the aroma fingerprints of saffron, saffron with yellow styles, safflower, and dyed corn stigma were detected by an electronic nose system. The features of the obtained signals from electronic nose system were extracted and used for data analysis. In this work, principal component analysis was used and the results were confirmed by back propagation artificial neural networks. The results revealed that the system can recognize the saffron adulteration satisfactorily. As a conclusion, it was found that the electronic nose could provide good separation of the saffron and adulterated one (safflower and other adulteration) as 100 and 86.87% classification accuracy, respectively, by means of artificial neural networks. The electronic nose was able to differentiate non-adulterated and adulterated saffron at higher than 10% adulteration level successfully.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

This model involves the technique of digital image processing. As of now this model is limited to detecting the adulteration in fruits like apples. The model is first trained using the microscopic image of the consumable apple, open CV and matplotlib generates and extracts the features from the image. Now, when it gets the microscopic image of the test apple that has to be checked for adulteration it extracts the features of the test apple and then compares it with the source. Depending upon the percentage of feature matching it displays the labels of whether the apple is consumable or not.

The implementation of this model can be achieved in these steps:

1. Training of the model using the digital image of the source (consumable apple)
2. Feature extraction of the source is done using matplotlib and open cv for image processing
3. The model is tested using a target (apple used for checking the adulteration)
4. The model extracts the features of the target using open cv and matplotlib
5. Features of the target and source are matched
6. Calculation of the percentage of feature matching
7. If more than 75% of features are matching then display the label of “consumable” or display the label of “inconsumable” this can be well defined in a diagrammatic representation (fig. 1)

**Fig 1. Flow of working of this model**

Algorithm for differentiating adulterated and unadulterated images:

Necessitate: test image and match images
Confirm: match lines are found query image and match image

**For** all image, read the query image and convert into gray scale

In image **do** crop the query image 200:600 and match image as 200:1000 portions

Images are aligned and an ORB sift detector is created

Unique features from both query and match image are detected and stored

**for** all the feature points in the query image **do** search the same matching feature points in the match image

**if** same feature point found then **plot** the matching line from query to match image

**else** **no match line** is drawn

**end if**

**end for**

**For** every features matched images **display** the rendered output image

**end for**

**IV. CODE USED FOR IMPLEMENTATION**

```python
import numpy as np
import cv2
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

#-- Disable the usage of openCL for greater compatibility --#

cv2.ocl.setUseOpenCL(False)

imageNo1 = cv2.imread('applet.tif',0)  #-- Crop out a certain Section of the Image --#

imageNo2 = cv2.imread('applet1.tif',0)  #-- Image to be queried --#

imageNo1 = imageNo1[200:600, 200:1000]  #-- Create the SIFT detector --#

orb = cv2.ORB_create()

keypoint1, descriptor1 = orb.detectAndCompute(imageNo1,None)

keypoint2, descriptor2 = orb.detectAndCompute(imageNo2,None)

bfMatcher = cv2.BFMatcher(cv2.NORM_HAMMING, crossCheck=True)

#-- Initialize the BFMatcher object utilizing a Hamming Window --#

matchResults = bfMatcher.match(descriptor1,descriptor2)

matchResults = sorted(matchResults, key = lambda x:x.distance)

#-- Match the keypoints detected in descriptor1 and descriptor2 --#

matchResults = sorted(matchResults, key = lambda x:x.distance)
``
V. RESULT ANALYSIS

Same coding process repeated to detect a treated one gives lesser features getting matched out of only one feature line is drawn.
Features matching:

Based on the number of matching feature lines we can conclude the consumable food products.

The imported library functions for this model are numpy, opencv2 and pyplot from matplotlib. The general function of numpy is to deliver a high performance multidimensional array and also it contains basic tools to compute with and manipulate these arrays. For this paper numpy is required to store the distance between the source and destination of matching feature points as set of array elements in ascending order later and while displaying the output, the least distance matched line is displayed first.

[7] The next library is opencv, opencv is an open source library used in computer vision for image processing this library provides several high-level programming languages like python. In particular we here import opencv2 which has a library of Python bindings designed to solve computer vision problems. All the OpenCV array structures are converted to and from Numpy arrays, also the images which are to be read by the model are converted into grayscale with this package. This makes the model at ease to incorporate with other libraries that use Numpy such as SciPy and Matplotlib.

[8] Matplotlib is a tool used for plotting purpose it can produce 2 dimensional graphs in various milieus (seaborn is used for 3 dimensional, as far as the scope of this paper we use pyplot in matplotlib). The main use of matplotlib is to explore through the data and come to well defined conclusions through précised graph models. Matplotlib can do different types of plots like line plots, scatter plots, bar plots, histogram and multiple plots. We use pyplot in matplotlib it is a collection of facility style functions. Each pyplot function makes certain transformation to a image or the figure like the instances of creating a figure, and plotting an area in a figure, plots some lines in a plotting area, embellishes the plot with markers, etc. here we use pyplot to draw match line plots for the feature matching between images.

If we are asked to compare two images, we look for (or) we observe for a specific pattern which are unique and those which can be compared easily. But what if these images are to be compared or scanned through microscopes and impossible to comprehend by human eyes also it may seem imperceptible by humans, here comes open source computer vision to achieve this. Our goal is to compare a food product, analyze it and come to a conclusion that it is consumable or not, for that we have to look into minute presence of particles (like pesticides, fertilizers etc.) so those detected particles are compared with a source image, this process of finding the features in an image is called as feature detection.

[9] The OpenCL(open Computer Language) is disabled because the OpenCL kernel offload through the transparent API and its allocates memory simultaneously whenever possible, thus maintaining a backward compatibility with data structure. So inorder to increase compatibility we diasable OpenCL.

Here the images are given as inputs, initially they are modified by numpy as arrays then it recreates the image as a graph now the comparison takes place testImage or the queryImage is compared with the trainImage we identify any common
features and best matches using opencv. The trainImage and the testImage is read thoroughly and particular portion of the testImage is cut out then key points within those images are marked and computed using sift ORB (oriented and rotated BRIEF)

Then BFMatcher comes into play to detect key points identify and match them. cv2.drawKeypoints is used for plotting key points and cv2.drawMatches to draw the match lines between the pictures as earlier discussed precise lines are drawn by matplotlib.

If a test image matches with the original image many feature matching lines are found so we sort the lines based on the distance from source to destination using lambda function and first 5 least distance match lines are shown by imshow() command.

The other way of doing getting the match lines is through the k nearest neighbour command, cv2.drawMatchesKnn which draws all the k best matches. If k=2, it will draw two match lines for each keypoint. Here we k = 5 to render first 5 best matches.

Now if we set a condition that atleast 5 matches are to be there to find the object. Otherwise simply it shows a message saying no enough matches are present, as not enough matches are found we conclude that food product as inconsumable.

When the apple to be queried (fig. 3) is compared with the apple to be matched with (fig. 2) and if the feature points are detected and plotted the result image (fig. 4) is obtained. Else the apple which is adulterated (fig. 5) or does not match with the already stored apple image (fig. 2) the less feature matching image (fig. 6) is obtained

Here we employ machine learning because as we cannot conclude from single comparative image, we have to go through at least thousands of images and make the device familiarized with the all possible required features and to train this model completely to get a precision of 1 hence those voluminous data can be manipulated and analyzed by machine learning and opencv in a more efficient way.

VI. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT

At present due to the lack of the required data set only one single microscopic image is taken as source. At a later stage, with the improvement of more high resolution cameras, which can capture microscopic images of products, machine learning can be applied with the large data set and the prediction can be made with more accuracy. This model can be implemented into an application and the digital image processing can be done using cell phone camera with the required resolution. Hence, consumers can shop safe and unadulterated fruits and vegetables. All that they have to do is scan the fruits and vegetables they are going to shop. See the percentage of its adulteration and shop accordingly. This can bring a transformation to the health of the society and decrease the number of pre mature deaths and deadly diseases due to unadulterated food.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper ‘Detecting Food Adulterants using the concepts of Machine Learning’ which is based on the technology of digital image processing and open source computer vision, can definitely provide a permanent solution for the burning question of adulteration in fruits and vegetables with the help of enhanced researches, required data sets and experiments and relieve the consumers from the unnecessary intake of poisonous adulterants which will lead to many diseases and pre mature deaths. The precision of the results rendered by this model would be more accurate as it is developed with the latest technology ‘opencv2’ and modern tools and libraries like ‘numpy, pyplot’ As mentioned above this model when built into an application would serve every consumer and the dealers in their day to day routine checking of the goods they buy.
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